Three year program under fire

President Barnes’ failure to go through proper channels to receive input and approval of a new academic program has resulted in a swirl of debate (controversy) among the BSC faculty this week. In addition, the program failed to gain approval by the State Board of Education at their meeting in Boise last week.

The object of all this controversy is the President’s Scholars Program, a one-time pilot advanced placement project. The experimental program would allow academically superior students to receive a baccalaureate degree in three years. Participants, judged on performance in high school and standardized achievement tests, would be allowed to waive up to 32 hours of freshman general area requirements to enter Boise State College with sophomore standing.

Dr. Bill Mech, co-ordinator of the pilot project, says that the three-year program would save the superior students’ time, reduce the duplication of work between high school and college, and permit earlier entrance into graduate school. Barnes defended it before the State Board by saying, “Such students often have already achieved superior levels of information in basic courses. They can become bored, unchallenged by institutional requirements imposed on everyone regardless of past achievement.”

Faculty members expressing concern over Barnes’ proposal are not necessarily opposed to the concept of the program but rather to Barnes’ methods of implementation and his refusal to consult them. The academic community of Boise State College is hearing from Barnes and department chairpersons. Barnes told them he would seek their input, but several days later they received brochures describing the program. The brochures had already been distributed to graduating seniors at several high schools.

A formal discussion of the 3-year degree was on the agenda for the February 7 Faculty Senate meeting. The faculty, apparently excited by the chance to discuss the matter openly and get some answers, turned out in strong force. However, the item was withdrawn from the agenda at the last minute by its sponsor Bill Mech, and as reported on KBOI-TV, this was “apparently” because of the presence of so many faculty members and the media. Mech said that the legislature, the State Board, and the impendent visit of an accreditation team “were certain considerations,” and that “in view of the status of the name change,” discussion at BSC looks bad.

The next day Barnes told the State Board of Education that there was “much faculty debate and some fire” over his program. In addition to the turnout at the faculty senate, several departments, as well as the Academic Standards Committee, have indicated by letter that they have various objections to the program. These departments, including History, Communications, English and political Science, recommended in their letters that the President’s Scholars Program be submitted through regular channels before it is implemented.

“Regular channels” would include study by a faculty committee, such as the Curriculum Committee or Academic Standards Committee, and approval by the Faculty Senate, the Administration, and the State Board of Education.

Dean Townsend, chairman of the Academic Standards Committee, said “Committee action, slow as it is, is much wiser than rushing by fiat.” He pointed out that coordinators of the program would have been working on it for some time, and that it could have been put in committee sooner.

Barnes, who warned the State Board that he was “a bit radical in some views about traditional college programs, explained that he was reluctant to take it through the usual channels because “such lengthy and sometimes cumbersome undertaking actually discourage or prevent institutional experimentation.” Dr. Mech, quoting from PATTERNS FOR ACTION: FINAL REPORT OF THE CARNegie COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, said “We have proposed . . . that new ideas on campus be subject to trial before review . . . rather than require review by faculty committee (and often rejection) before trial.”

Dr. Mech also proposed that the program be implemented by a special ad hoc committee, which would screen applicants, and be responsible for advising the President’s Scholars. This ad hoc committee, composed of “interested faculty,” would not be responsible for studying the program, but just for putting it into action.

Such an approach is opposed by the Academic Standards Committee, which has suggested a compromise. In order to “bring the experimental voice to this particular issue,” they have proposed that a sub-committee composed of William Mech and another faculty, but set under the direct control of either the Academic Standards Committee or the College Curriculum Committee, be established.

Parking fines going up

Last Friday the State Board of Education approved a request from Dr. Barnes to impose stricter fines for parking violations. Students called the move “premature” because at this time it is questionable whether the school has the authority to collect any fines.

The amount of the fine has not yet been determined. According to Administration officials it will conform with the city’s penalties of $4 to $10 and allow for towing away the car.

The college is now attempting to determine what constitutes a fire zone and where they are located. One area that has always been considered and marked as a fire lane but never observed as such is the driveway directly in front of the SUB.

The new charge will be employed within the next two weeks.

In other news pertaining to parking, the entire system at Boise State is soon to be reviewed by a joint student-faculty committee. The committee will not begin work until after a decision is reached regarding the legality of the present system from attorney Pete Hines. The legal questions involve the college’s authority to impose fines and whether the school has the authority to collect any fines.

The senate student approved the formation of the committee last week. It is expected that the senate faculty will also approve the committee and select members at their next meeting on February 21.

The parking committee will be considering proposals for the change. Possibilities for study, mentioned by Cher Himrod of the Appellate Traffic Court, include open Parking for everyone, restricted parking to lots near the stadium and Towers, construction of a high rise garage, and imposition of exorbitant parking fees.

In line with the legal decisions and any changes in the parking system, Boise State’s parking handbook will be reviewed and revised by the committee. The handbook is the only written code of authority behind the present parking system, and is the only reference for the Appellate Traffic Court.

Faculty input demanded

The proposed President’s Scholars Program has sparked not only controversy but letter-writing at BSC. The demand that faculty be involved in the development of new academic programs was the main point of letters sent by whole departments to their faculty senation, but the letters also questioned how compatible the program and other areas of academia are.

One of the primary complaints is that the program seems to run counter to the concept of liberal education. Freshman general area requirements were designed “to encourage a student into exploring his academic horizons,” but the 3-year program encourages a student to specialize in his major field of interest immediately.

This may be true at the student sometime in his academic career, but as the Communications Department pointed out, “you also lose the student into a clerical task” may not have made if he had been exposed to other options. In addition, the English Department noted that it “contradicts” admission requirements of most graduate schools and the regulations for the Graduate Record Examination.

Many faculty members were irritated at some of the assumptions upon which the program as described seemed to be based. The yellow brochure’s usage of “students,” or “freshman,” or “success” was noted. The program is not intended for gift children on their college career at a level commensurate with their abilities and past performance. These requirements include the Honors Program, CLEP and Advanced Placement Tests. The opportunity to challenge or waive a course for credit, and special sophomore level courses.

Among the activities offered to students at Boise State are the programs of the Student Recreation Program. The group recently organized and conducted a trip to the mountains north of Boise to try their hand at panning for gold.
Boise State’s tranquil surface becomes ruffled

During the past several years, Boise State has acquired a reputation as being a calm, tranquil college. With only a few significant events, BSC has escaped the student unrest, turmoil, and scandal that has plagued other campuses. This tranquility has not come about accidentally.

The BSC administration has managed to properly appraise the needs and desires of students and faculty and then set about finding ways to satisfy these desires. For example, when support began to mount for elimination of the three-semester grading system, the administration insured that the development of a full grading system was started. By doing this, they neutralized the potentially troublesome advocates of the revolutionary system.

BSC’s security services have also helped keep BSC tranquil. No significant opposition has been allowed to grow to a potentially dangerous level. The skillful diplomatic juggling has kept everyone happy, at least until recently.

During the past few months, things haven’t been running quite as smoothly. Several times in the last three weeks BSC’s outward tranquility has been shattered by news stories concerning controversies that have developed over the Special Events Center, Campus Drive closure, and most recently, the three-semester grading program (President’s Scholar Program).

All three of these programs were conceived and planned without adequate faculty and student input. Rather than accept them willingly as the administration had planned, the college community attacked the proposals. In the case of the Special Events Center, Campus Drive closures, and most recently, the three-semester grading program (President’s Scholar Program).

All three of these programs were conceived and planned without adequate faculty and student input. Rather than accept them willingly as the administration had planned, the college community attacked the proposals. In the case of the Special Events Center, Campus Drive closures, and most recently, the three-semester grading program (President’s Scholar Program).

These three items have combined to send ripples across the surface of Boise State’s formerly tranquil surface.

Last week the ripples became waves when the State Board of Education attacked several of the proposals presented to them by the Administration. Some of the changes had been completed on the three major proposals (three-semester grading program, School of Communication, and tenure commission). The first step was no wins, one tie and two losses. In every case the Board made it clear that they were not at peace with the way in which the proposals had been prepared.

These three items have combined to send ripples across the surface of Boise State’s formerly tranquil surface.

Many people are beginning to wonder if the man (Dr. Barnes) has lost his touch or if a more interested active group of students is taking a harder look at what is going on around them. In fact, both of these are true. The technique that worked in the late 60’s and early 70’s is not working today because students and faculty are more apt to utilize the function of direction of their college.

The peaceful image of Boise State is not necessarily dead, however. Dr. Barnes has admitted on more than one occasion that he has not sought adequate input in the past and that he will do so in the future. If he does indeed, allow the students and faculty to help plan for the future of Boise State, the calm tranquility will return.

Indian students protest display of skeleton

Indian students protest display of skeleton

Editor, Arbiter:

At their business meeting held Wednesday, February 6, 1974, a group of four Indian students voted to protest the display of a skeleton of an Indian student which is on permanent recum in the Department of Anthropology, at Boise State College.

Their main concern is the irritation and desecration of the remains of an ancestral Indian burial which they feel is being violated. The wish of the Indian Club is that the remains be returned to its original burial site.

A similar protest last year, by the BSC Indian students, was opposed to the removal of a football trophy that was won by the winner of the annual game between the Boise Broncos and the Weber State Wildcats that year. That particular trophy was a wooden Cricket in the caricature of an Indian holding a football. The features were an exaggeration of the stereotype big-nosed, super-skinny Indian that was banned from the public presentation to the winning team, but whatever happened to that particular hearse is unknown.

These symbolic relations remain in Idaho schools fast been destroyed in numerous ways, and are not being tolerated by the people of any longer. The days of the white world is gone.

Indian Club

Jack Anderson

Communists stir up

British labor troubles

Editor, Arbiter:

I was very impressed with the credentials of Mr. Dorrman’s teaching methods and my body and psyche are still uncalled for. I am still called to be -a plague on the body, although I must confine that there is a question in my mind as to what happens to the body if I was to burn the body and the soul. I’ve been called to be a plague in my eyes of my experience.

I was most interested in paying Mr. Dorrman’s odd pair of “quantity” and “quality.” Mr. Walker Quality by whose standards? Also, when once do students and I classified the statements that Mr. Dorrman made.

Sincerely,

Francois Brown

Middle-aged coed sends kudos

I’d like to thank you for your article to Senator Yarbrough of the Idaho Legislature a few days ago. The Senator had suggested that college students above the normal youthful age be charged fees based upon their relative age.

My friend, (who was present at that particular hearing) reported to me that Ms. Walker, the student ..., at present, that you have particularly reported that you very adequately underdressed and discouraged that stupid suggestion.

As one of the students who have pointed out to the Senator “that” (as you know there’s a sizable number of you registered at Boise State), I appreciate you support and understanding of our scholastic ambitions. Thank you for your interest and assistance.

Sincerely,

Francois Brown

Student suggests Grievance Committee, defends Dorman
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Communists are trying to take advantage of the American workers to overthrow the old order and to install new, Communist-influenced governments throughout the world.

In Britain, the Communists control 10 percent of the important posts in the government.

The intelligence reports show that the Communists parries as Wednesday. The report instuctions from Moscow to spread the oil crisis and to stir up class warfare.

But there is new evidence that the Kremlin has now changed its plans. More recent intelligence reports indicate that the Soviet authorities no longer propose to cause Europeans to turn to the right rather than to the left.

Suddenly, there is concern in the Kremlin that Europe may bring right-wing governments to power.
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Valentine’s Day only happens once a year. It’s the best time to tell somebody you love him. It’s a time of candy and flowers and sharing. I’d like to dedicate this poem I wrote to all the young lovers everywhere.

YOUNG LOVE
Young Love means
Having a Reese Cup to share
with him

Even when you hate peanut butter.

Young Love is
Running in the rain with him.

And not even thinking about it.

P.S. I love you, Doug.

Young love means...

wearing a coat.

Young Love is
Licking off the same ice cream cone.

Young Love is
Him letting you drive his car
And not worrying.

Young Love is
When your boyfriend shaves his
beard off just for you.

Young Love is
Calling him at 10:00 at night.
Just to say, “I love you.”

Bunny Fox

February 14, 1974

GOOD ONLY THURSDAYS
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STERO TAPES

trade ins accepted

on used tapes.

620 Vista - Discount Store
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Boise State student officers reach community via clubs

Boise State Associated Student Officers are reaching out to the community—by speaking to interested community organizations. Owen Krab, director of the Student Public Relations Department said, "Our desire is to inform the community of our goals here at Boise State and express to interested organizations what we are doing to achieve those goals."

President Doug Shanholtz, Vice-President Dwanye Flowers, and Treasurer Tom Moore will be available, upon request to address groups throughout the community. Brian Johnson, a member of the Public Relations Committee said, "The highest level of educational pride will permeate throughout Boise as the college and the community strive together to achieve mutual goals."

For scheduling of speakers, phone Boise State, 385-1440.

Outdoor Activities Club plans spring, summer programs

The Outdoor Activities Club, open to all BSC students, is currently planning its spring and summer programs. The only costs to participants are those expenses incurred for an outing which will be shared by all members.

Check the Arbiter for monthly listings of scheduled adventures. Those interested may sign up for participation in the Games Room of the SUB.

Boise State Vo-Tech school receives check for education

The Boise Columbian Club has presented a check for $2,000 to Boise State's School of Vocational-Technical Education for use in its Adult Basic Education Program Club funds. Club members Mrs. Warren Drake and Mrs. Whodeson presented the check to Don Miller, Voc-Tech director.

In accepting the award Miller said: "The Columbian Club has long been interested in community service. This award will be used to support ongoing classes in adult education with emphasis going to citizenship classes and course work in English as a second language."

Award funds were derived from proceeds of the annual Daffodil Luncheon and Antiques Show sponsored by the club.

BSC enrollment surpasses 10,000 for first time

BOISE—Figures released Wednesday by the office of Boise State president Dr. John Burck show enrollment at BSC has surpassed 10,000 for the first time in the school's history.

Spring term registration at Boise State shows 10,270 (cq) students enrolled, up nearly 6 percent over last spring's enrollment of 9,617. (cq) Fall term enrollment was 9,766 (cq).

Of the more than 10,000 students at Boise State this spring, 4,807 (cq) are full time students.

Full time students include 1,593 freshmen, 1,026 sophomores, 924 juniors, 694 seniors, more than 150 graduate and special students, and nearly 400 full-time vo-tech students.

Alpha Kappa Psi has pledge week

February 11-15

Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity is sponsoring its pledge week February 11 to the 15th. For further information contact any member or come to the Alpha Kappa Psi office, third floor Business Building.

BLOOD DRAWING

SPONSORED BY: Intrafraternity Council & American Red Cross
WHERE: SUB Ballroom
WHEN: February 20, 8:30 am - 4:00 pm

SHE DEPENDS ON YOU

For HER BLOOD NEEDS
Library has legislative bills

Now that the legislature is in session you may be interested in the laws that are being prepared that may effect your life. The BSC library is receiving copies of all bills as they are introduced, including changes, house and senate amendments, and the final bill as approved.

To keep abreast of current activities in the legislature read the House and Senate Journals which are issued daily. These journals, much like the more familiar CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the U.S. Legislature, are the daily records of the legislature while it is in session.

To provide easy access to the bills as they are processed through the legislative machinery the legislature prints the Daily Data and the Daily Data Weekly Summary. The Daily Data is a summary of action taken on bills and resolutions. The Weekly Summary gives the week's action on bills. Both contain an alphabetical subject index and a numerical bill index. At the end of the session there will be a complete index to all bills.

While the legislature is in session its bills and indexes are housed on the fourth floor of the library with the federal documents. The bills and indexes may be used in the library and anyone wishing to have a copy of a bill may make one on the five cent per page copier located on the same floor.

After the legislature ends the bills are bound onto the IDAHO SESSION LAWS (ref KFI 25A). The laws are printed exactly as passed and amended by the legislature. The session laws are used until the new laws can be incorporated into the IDAHO CODE (ref KFI 10 A22) which is a compilation of the general laws governing Idaho. Volume one of the IDAHO CODE contains the U.S. Constitution and the Idaho Constitution. There is also a separate copy of the IDAHO CONSTITUTION (ref KFI 40 1980)A3) with the 1972 amendments. Some laws have been extracted from the IDAHO CODE and published in separate form such as the water laws and rules and regulations for the control of air pollution in Idaho.

Rod McKuen

in

"73 cold-drill '74"

On sale February 18 at the

BSC Bookstore.

Bills pending in the U.S. House will affect Boise State veterans

There are several bills pending in the U.S. House of Representatives right now that will affect you as a veteran attending school, and those veterans who will be heading back soon as their service time is up. There are two major areas of action proposed increases in your GI Bill benefits and an extension of the period in which post-Korean War veterans can use their educational benefits.

One bill, H.R. 10275, introduced in September, asks for a 10 percent increase in GI benefits. If this is passed, all of us receiving educational assistance will receive this raise. There's also another bill, unnumbered, which was submitted by the Subcommittee on Education and Training. This one would increase the benefits to 12.6 percent. The House is also trying to initiate a cost-of-living increase, which would be gradual and would reflect the high cost of living which all of us are experiencing. H.R. 9892, introduced in August, if passed will amend Title 38 of the U.S. Code to grant 45 months of educational assistance instead of the 36 months we're given now. Section 2 would extend the disabled veteran's time to 55 months. This bill would let all of us breathe a little easier going through college, and allow us more time to make a better job of it.

H.R. 9412 and 10263, introduced in July and September, extended the time period in which you're required to complete your education under the GI Bill. 9412 asks that the period be extended to 12 years and in addition it would give you a chance of an individual extension, in case you are forced to drop out. The other bill would simply tack another two years onto the present eight-year time limit.

These bills represent the efforts of Representative Hansen, strong efforts that we feel need strong support (write a letter, make a congressman happy today!) We would like to tell you about Representative Symms efforts on our behalf, but there doesn't seem to have been any so far, perhaps this calls for another kind of strong reaction. Maybe he doesn't know that there are any veterans in his district...veterans that can vote (just a bit over 50,000 of us).

Park says Fleetwood Mac concert may cause suits

Fleetwood Mac, famous for their distinctive brand of blues and rock, performed in concert February 7, 1974. Or did they? Several disgruntled concertgoers have filed complaints with Attorney General Park, alleging that the individually advertised to perform as Fleetwood Mac were not the real thing.

Attorney General Park stated on Monday that there is a strong possibility that the concert was a rip-off, and that "the people depicted on the posters were not the performers." Park's office is investigating all parties involved to determine if there are sufficient grounds to file a suit and to ascertain the defendants.

One seemingly shady aspect of this affair is the failure to provide ticket holders with ticket stubs. At this time there is no explanation for this phenomena. However, Park's office stated that testimony of any one in attendance should be adequate proof of attendance for those filing suit.

Prelude to spring Sale!

BSC IMPRINT CERAMIC MUGS, ASHTRAYS, PIGGY BANKS, LAMP CANCLE HOLDERS, KEY RINGS, PEWTER MUGS, BOWLS, TRAYS, LIGHTERS, PRINTED CARDS, SILVER TRAYS, DIAMOND-CUT COUATERS', KEY RINGS, DECALS, HEALTH FOOD TABS, TENNIS RACKETS, SLEEPING BAGS, TERRARIUMS, ALL REDUCED TO CLEAR!

BOOK SPECIAL! .25 CENTS EACH WHILE THEY LAST!

Science, History, Literature, Novels; and etc; ; ;

COUPON

GOOD FOR

$ .25 ON A $3.00 PURCHASE OF SALE ITEMS

BSC BOOK STORE
Senator Dave Watkins introduced a bill (S 1319) to impose stricter penalties on drug users. The bill is still in committee.

1. Bill Carlson: I am definitely opposed to it. It's very much too strict. Smoking marijuana is not abuse of a hard drug.

2. Vicki Johnson: I am against making it a felony. It should be more like the Oregon law. They should be more concerned about the pusher rather than those who use it for their own enjoyment.

3. Joe Cooper: No, I don't like the law. I like, it's a misdemeanor. I think hard drugs are involved with marijuana. I have known people who have used it and have forgotten everything.

4. Dan Spears: It's not that big of a thing, I really neutral. I think marijuana affects the mind.

5. Ed Posusnev: I am speaking as an adult who's never indulged. I'm middle of the road. I am against the felony. I have older sons and daughters who have never used it, and they consider those who do as warped. I would like to see the pros and cons.

6. Mark Welch: I am not in favor with making it a felony. I think we've been down that route before. I think that Oregon law is closer to what we have to arrive at. The laws have to fit the people.

7. Jim Rand: I am opposed to S 1319. Regardless of your opinion about drugs, it is different abetting the falsehood of a people who are free to use and/or abuse a drug that has been determined for more harmful-alcohol.
‘Sleeper’ cuts deep into virtues of government
by John Elliott

One of the greatest movie phenomena of the last decade has been the emergence of Woody Allen. His movies are bizarre portraits of modern-day life and give the viewer, via satire, a good laugh at himself, his world and his beliefs.

In Allen’s latest flic, SLEEPER, he again cuts deep into the virtues of religion and government. The plot of the movie deals with an ulcer victim (Bruce Richardson), is in love with the home of “Earnest” (Adam Garrels). Mr. Worthing, where prin and proper Miss Pram (Holly Reeves) is generous to Worthing’s “excessively young ward” Cecily (Chris Jones). The sometimes bumbling minister, Canon Chausable (Jim Langley), remains a bystander and sometimes, an unsuspecting participant to the “earnest” love affairs while the butler, Merriman (Bob Haynes), looks on with quiet disdain.

This classic English comedy, first presented in 1995, is directed by Del Corbett, who has also directed such plays as “Death of a Salesman,” “Nude with Violin” and “Stop the World – I want to get off.” Assistant director is Maureen Cochran.

A new concept in programming is seen in the series INTERFACE, aired Friday nights at 8:30 on KAID-TV. The concept is an attempt to uncover the ways in which different cultures interact. Executive Producer and Host, Tony Bunten describes INTERFACE as the process by which “cultures come together, struggle for dominance, blend, interact and occasionally explode.”
Black History Week prompts poetry, pride

BUT -

I am Black
And I am proud
I know that I can
And I know that I will.
But -

I passed your test,
And now I am qualified for your job.
But -

I Live next door.
And I keep my yard clean.
But -

I am Black
And I am proud.
I know that I can.
And you know that I will.
But -

Rachel Butts

BLACK MAN

Come back brother Come to us who have waited For you. Through it all we’ve waited, And we’ve tried. We tried to please you, from Madrinas, we got black beauty from straightening combs to proud fro. Come home lover Sweet black lover, Back to sweet black love. Back to the arms of Your sister.

Your lover
The one who holds black sweetness for you. Come back and let me black your soul with the kind Of love you’ve forgotten Sweet black man. Love that’s jet black at night And sweet black come in the morning. Soul deep like thoughts of the mother land. Soft like black lips - ebony kisses. Come back we’ve waited till Your running doors.

Wyndi Spaulding

FOR SALE

Ski Boots: 1 pair
Henke Buckle – 11½ med. Mens $15;
1 pair Kollach Buckle – 11½ med. Mens $15;
1 pair Kollach Buckle 9 Narrow Women, new.
$25 Phone 342-6788.

FOR SALE

Underwood typewriter for $25. Call Carolyn at 393-8290.

FOR SALE

Legal typing kit. Never used – $5. Call 344-8977 after 5 pm.


I need a ride to Denver! Any time between now and April 1, preferably late in the week. Will share expenses. Call Molly Skok at 385-3588

Typing, term papers & thesis. 35 cents per page double spaced. 50 cents per carbon. 3 type styles script, letter gothic, prestige elite. Mrs. Effie Hansen, 345-7671, 275 Kingland Dr., Boise, Hwy 21.


FOR SALE

Nikon F. Photogenic Chrome body only, Excellent condition, List price $437.50, asking $300. Phone 342-7387.

FOR SALE

Admiral Tape Recorder Reel to Reel $15. Call Jan or Dan at 365-5722 after 6:00 pm in Emmett.

Craftsmen, Artists! Would you like to sell your creations? We are trying to organize a Co-op Weekly Market but we need your support. Call Brian 345-7444.


SPRING IS AROUND THE CORNER!
Get your rototilling, power raking appointment today.
Contact Chris Karnowski, 719 N. 27

BOISE BLUE HAS IT.
Idaho’s largest selection of
equipment, engineering, drafting
and craft supplies.

RESEARCH

Thousands of Topics
$7.75 per page
Send for your worksheet. 160 page mail order catalog enclosed 1:00 to cover postage delivery time is 1 to 2 days.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1941 WESBERRY BLVD, SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90057
(213) 247-8144 or (415) 267-9993
Our research assistance is paid by personal appearance only.

For sale:

BUT

I am excited
I am proud
For I am Black

Daughter of kings
Son of a nation strong
wife and mistress of Africa.

Husband and lover to life.
To be another would be shame
To be all that I am
It is pride and strength.

For I am Black
I am the child of the mother.
And I shall endure.
I have endured.

Wyndi Spaulding

National Negro History Week: February 16-18
Theme: A Black America
Motto: We Shall Overcome
Negro National Anthem: Lift Every Voice And Sing
Colors: Red, Black, Green

After the Game Dance: Friday, February 15, 9:30 PM through 1 A.M.
Band: "Moving Company"
Place: SUB Ballroom

We have the only Black "Buck" and Dr.; Boise, ID.

Effic Hansen, 345-7671, 275 Kingland Dr., Boise, ID.

And I am proud.
And I know that I can.
And I know that I will.

ARBITER CLASSIFIED

Search the Classifieds at Idaho's largest selection of classifieds, engineering, drafting and craft supplies.

We don’t care what your AGE is, what kind of car you drive, or what your DRIVING RECORD is, we can insure your car or motorcycle. Phone All-American Insurance Co. 888-1466 for your estimate!
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We don’t care what your AGE is, what kind of car you drive, or what your DRIVING RECORD is, we can insure your car or motorcycle. Phone All-American Insurance Co. 888-1466 for your estimate!
Cold Drill-'a special kind of literature'

by James Hepworth

Cold Drill is a special kind of literature. It should be stated at the outset that the material contained in the COLD DRILL is a very special kind of literature. That is to say it is the very least imaginative and creative literature. In this much, one is tempted to compare COLD DRILL as a magazine to Hume's sign in his novel STEPPENWOLF: "Magic Theatre. For Madmen Only." But then, one is tempted to do a lot of things. For example, one is tempted to say that language is essentially exoteric and literature, as the embodiment of language, is exclusively esoteric. It is intended to communicate with everyone, particularly the uninitiated. The problem of becoming initiated is not as difficult as might be inferred. All one need do is open the door of Trusky being denied promotion a proven 'lady' like Carol Mullaney. He will initiated is not as also as asked for a leave of absence. Conversely, in his novel STEPPENWOLF: Drll as a quality and third work by the author, its' representation an' the alle. D'enre' ou de ne pas year ago, apparently for, some one need do is open the door of Trusky being denied promotion a proven 'lady' like Carol Mullaney.

Unfortunately, there is some question, however small, that COLD DRILL as a quality magazine, will survive another winter. Tom Trusky, tyrant insurer of its quality as opposed to its quantity, is up for promotion. Instructor Trusky has also asked for a leave of absence. At this juncture, readers will recall Trusky being denied promotion a year ago, apparently for some subversive activities, i.e. "anti-McKuenism" which might be equated with anti-commercialism, which, in turn, might be further linked to literary. Furthermore, his students claim that he is notoriously open minded. His adversaries however, refer to him as "that nasty man," the one who allowed the word 'poem' to find its way into print in COLD DRILL.'73. tsk. tsk.

Nevertheless, those followers of Rod McKuen and his valentine poems will be pleased to know that Trusky, and editors Bill Woodall, Richard Haffstrot, and Kathleen O'Brien took pains to see the inclusion of seven "original McKuen poems." Two of these were actually written by the better and breeched sweatshirted tenishoife himself. Like, last this "review" becomes "let's win that one for the coach." I would like to make a few petty and nasty remarks.

Aside from McKuen and his imitators who succeed in writing better poems than their masters, there is at least one other bad poem in the issue. Had this poem entitled "The Farm Awakes" been left to stand by itself, it had not been accompanied by a second and third work by the author, its' inclusion would have been unnecessary. It still is. One of the advantages of such a publication as COLD DRILL is the chance for fledgling poets and fictionists to test their wings and prove their talents. Similarly it allows a proven 'lady' like Carol Mullaney to draw on some historical connotations of the word for enlightenment.

That COLD DRILL offers such a service is proof positive for its' existence. That is serves members of the "very questionable academicians" with the polish of several other writers is further justification. Concerning the pen of the latter writers, one is aware of a "major vein" of the most precious name. The homogenous synthesis of graphic art with language art speaks also for Boise State's Graphic Services.

The Look-out presents

DAVE GARETS, + guitar
in a one night performance on
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 1974
from 8 - 11 P.M.
plus open mike + 'jam'

Get with it
Look in at the Look-out
David G. Delaney chairman
refreshments available
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Get with it
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David G. Delaney chairman
refreshments available

Boise State Chorale to appear February 19, 1974

On Tuesday, February 19, 1974, the Boise State Chorale will be appearing in concert under the direction of Mr. Daniel Russell in the Music Auditorium at 8:15 pm.

Featured on the program will be Steven Porter's THREE ROCK MOTETS, a composition in "rock" style using a text excerpted from the writings of Victor Hugo, John Balfour, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Ruskin, and C.G. Jung.

Also scheduled are numbers ranging from folk to 12-tone. This vocal ensemble of 15 singers will be performing under the direction of Mr. Daniel Russell in the Northwest Commission of the American Choral Directors Association.

"I love you for what you are, but I love you yet more for what you are going to be." -Carl Lovberg
Gonzaga is now 5-4 for the conference slate while improving Idaho shows a 4-5 mark and assumes the speaker role going into Friday’s test.

Montana replaced Gonzaga as the team to be tied for second in the league besides Boise. Both teams have 6-3 marks. Idaho State is on top at 7-2 and many coaches feel ups are due the weakening Bengal-five. The conference winner will probably end up with a 10-4 record.

Gymnasts set invitational this weekend in gym

Women gymnasts at BSC host the Boise State Intercollegiate which will be held in Billings, Mont and Saturday (9:00 am) in the Boise State Auxiliary Gym on the Boise campus.

Competition will be featured in both the compulsory and optional events. There will be a team type of gymnastics for BSC trophy awarded to winners in women.

“We weren’t really prepared for each event. Schools attending the meet will win,” said Holman, “not knowing we will be BSC, Utah State, Montana, what to expect.”

“I am very pleased with the men bowled. The team to be tied for second in a 10-4 record.”

Eastern Oregon State College.

We expect our toughest competition to come from Utah State,” predicted coach Pat Holman. “Also, Montana is very strong in the optional field.”

The Invitational is held in

Men keglers earn national berth

Men bowlers from Boise State best all regional schools to win the Associated College Unions International bowling finals. The men keglers advance to the National Championships in Wichita, Kansas.

Ron Arndt led the BSC scoring attack with a hefty 637 series for the team event. Dave Jessick rolled a 554 while Jay Knowles knocked down pins for a 551. Senior bowler Buzz Tucker bowled 534 and Ernie Bradburn rounded out the team scores with 509.

Arndt also placed fourth in All-Events with a 1739 series and a second alternate for national individual honors.

“The men bowled well,” praised head coach Chris Moore, “because they were consistent and really wanted to win.”

BSC women bowlers had their work cut out for them going into the second round of the tournament. Oregon State University had batted the pins for a rare 2691 series. Boise women were “nervous,” said Moore and “the competition (a small community college) next to us was poor which had an effect on us because we usually bowl as our competition bowls.”

Connie Riba was lauded as doing exceptionally well, carrying a 171 average throughout the tournament.

BSC nudged

The Idaho Vandals, paced by Steve Weist with 20 points and Henry Harris with 18, ripped the visiting Boise State Broncos 71-63 Wednesday night in Moscow.

Defense played the big part for U of I. At first, the Vandals used a man-to-man set up, but was discontinued in a hurry when Clyde Dickey and George Wilson maced that arrangement with simple hackers. Idaho then switched to a zone, a move that made BSC keep to the outside.

Both Dickey and Wilson kept their workhorse standings with second alternate for national championships.

BSC and Idaho were high scorers with 18 apiece.

A change was noticed in field goal shooting percentages. BSC generally averages 52 percent plus from the field, but the Vandals outshot Boise 50-39 percent.

Idaho led at intermission 35-34.

Gonzaga loses


Again, it was Wilson and Dickey who led BSC in scoring. Wilson, a 6-7 junior forward, was high scorer for both teams with 36 while Dickey had 23.

Even though Boise rotated the sets in the first half for 65 percent from the field, the Idaho Bulldogs took more shots for 40 percent and took a 30-26 lead to the locker at halftime.

A combined team effort eroded the Zags meager lead early in the second half as BSC piled on the points and went out in front by as much as 16.

Gonzaga is now 5-4 on the conference slate while improving Idaho shows a 4-5 mark and assumes the speaker role going into Friday’s test.

Montana replaced Gonzaga as the team to be tied for second in the league besides Boise. Both teams have 6-3 marks. Idaho State is on top at 7-2 and many coaches feel ups are due the weakening Bengal-five. The conference winner will probably end up with a 10-4 record.

Gras Valentine’s Dance

• Two (2) Bars
• Downstairs Game Room
• $1.00 ADM.
• Non-Formal

Sponsored By Chaffe Hall Res.

Let me make this perfectly clear. I had nothing to do with, nor any previous knowledge of any bargain at this.

McDardis

THURS.

WILLY BEE

MARDI

GRAS

VALENTINE’S DANCE

WED.

TUESDAY IS SANDWICH DAY

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY SANDWICH

ONLY $1.00

11 A.M. TIL 4 P.M.

The "Frencherman"

The Famous Reuben

Jubilee Jim

Old Chicago

And many more

Luncheon Specials Family Game Room
HELP WANTED

- Must be non-experienced to experienced in all outdoor activities. Such as:

  * skiing
  * backpacking
  * kayaking
  * mountain climbing
  * caving
  * conservation
  * trap shooting
  * and many others

PAY... SATISFACTION IN THE IDAHO WILDERNESS

CONTACT: OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB IN THE GAME ROOM 385-1445

An equal opportunity employer

Wrestlers look for win over Utah State

Varsity women hoopsters continued their winning ways in the Boise State Invitational last week. They drubbed Blue Mountain Community College 68-40 and Eastern Oregon State College 59-37.

Against BCC, Penny Gillaspie was high woman in scoring with 12 followed by Ginger Waters nine. Elaina Elliott had eight.

In the second game, Gillaspie was again on top with 12 points with Kendra Falten contributing seven.

"It was a real tight game," said head coach Connie Thornton. "With eight seconds remaining on the clock, the game was tied at 37-all. Penny made a basket just as the buzzer sounded, preventing the "game from going into an overtime contest."

Wrestlers take their 11-1 dual meet record to Utah State Thursday night. Head coach Mike young claims, "This will be a very tough match."

The Bronco are going to be without the services of 118-pounder Jack Serros. He was the last man to beat John Price of Utah State. Since then, Price has won the MIWA in the 118 lb. division.

"We will go with either Hector Cedillo or Leon Madsen," said Young. "It will be difficult to win in that weight."

Wrestling for BSC:

BSC 34 - Ricks 2

118 - Madsen (BSC) dec. Wolfley 158 - Watson (BSC) dec. Brown
126 - Baker (BSC) dec. Rock 94 167 - Chandler (BSC) pin Lorimer
134 - Aguer (R) dec. Hatten 177 - Leonard (BSC) pin Rasmussen
142 - Hattin (BSC) pin Shaw 150 - Houx (R) Dqults HBY - Needs (BSC) dec. Tabat

BSC is now 100 for the year with the next game being played on Tuesday at 4:00 pm with the Northwest Nazarene College Crusaders in the Bronco gym. The College of Idaho cancelled their game with the Broncos.

Women cagers 10-0

All girls interested in participating in track and field meet must meet the gym Thursday, February 14, 1974, at 4:00 pm for a short meeting. No previous experience necessary. Come and have fun while getting into shape for summer.

TERMITES? BANANAS? BEAVERS?

In volleyball action last week, LDS cruised the Terrible Towne Termites 15-6, 15-8. Morrison Hall squeezed the Bouncing Bananas 15-17, 15-10 and then slipped by 15-14. Coffee, Tea or Milk had to go three rounds with the B-2 Beavers 15-17, 15-10 and 15-9.

Intramural cagers post standings

As of February 5, Ross Vaughn reported the results of intramural men's basketball. The Trimpeys are up! Unit II 11-2 and the LDS Institute hounded 1 Area Thi 47-35. Nosey Dick swarked by the Smokers 41-40 while the Cat Men buzzed by Joint Effort 36-27. The Jets finally downed Shake That Thing 33-32.

Thursday, February 7 saw Morrison Hall blue Coffee, Tea or Milk 55-43 and North Idaho slip by the Bud Men 43-40. Unit II overcame the LDS Institute 44-36 and Pass and Punt Run nailed the Trimpeys 53-37.

LEAGUE A

N. Idaho 3-0
Morris 2-1
Co-Tea-Milk 2-1
Budmen 1-2
All A's 1-2
Roadrunners 0-3

LEAGUE B

Pass punt run 3-0
M&M Midg. Stamps 2-1
Unit II 2-1
LDS Institute 1-2
I Area Thi 1-2
Vo-Tech 0-3

LEAGUE C

Cattmen 2-0
No Chick 2-0
Jets 1-1
Joint Effort 1-1
Smokers 0-2
Shake That Thg. 0-2

"I think that is possible," said Gibson, "since the ten people I have in my class know something about it when they registered. But I am willing to instruct people without previous experience - that's what it's all about."

Synchronized swimming is not to be confused with the art of water ballet, however. The latter is the slow motion form of underwater stunts in gymnastics, usually with costumes.

A recognized Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) sport, synchronized swimming is a competitive sport similar to free exercise in gymnastics. It is restricted by rules and guidelines set forth by the AAU.

Bingham Young, Utah, Arizona and other Western Athletic Conference schools have had synchronized swimming as a part of their athletic program for many years and compete regularly.

Dickey noted by Hut

Clyde Dickey, 63 senior basketball player at BSC, has received 14,622 votes in the Pizza Hut Basketball Classic. He is rated by balloting, as 23rd in the West.

Benefit set with local heroes

The BSC women's varsity basketball team (10-0) will meet the Trimpeys at 20:00 on the 8th in the BSC gym. "It was a real tight game," said All girls interested in participating in track and field meet must meet the gym Thursday, February 14, 1974, at 4:00 pm for a short meeting. No previous experience necessary. Come and have fun while getting into shape for summer.
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...WRESTLERS ...
Know your consumer laws

"Idaho has three excellent consumer protection laws," according to lawyer Richard H. Greene, elected Attorney General. Greene addressed an audience in the Boise Public Library auditorium, part of the Consumer Series.

The first of these laws is the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, passed March 12, 1971, and enforced by the Attorney General's Office. There is the Triple C, titled the Uniform Consumer Credit Code, enacted in 1971. The third law is the Idaho Securities Act, passed in 1967.

The Consumer Protection Act applies to any type of transaction, credit or cash. It prohibits unfair methods and practices, advertising a fire sale when there is no fire. This is deceptive to the consumer. There is the "bait and switch" tactic: something is advertised at a low price like a color TV for $100. When the consumer inquires, he is informed that the item is sold out, but "over here" we have an excellent product for $400.

The CPA also prohibits signing a contract with blanks in it. Other consumer-protective statutes are covered under solicitation practices, placing 18% interest on a loan, not advertising a fire sale when there is no fire. This is deceptive to the consumer.

Senate approves dates for election, April 3-4

The Senate approved March 13-14 and April 3-4 as dates for ASBSC primary and general elections. February 22 will be orientation day. Senators voiced objection to the primaries dates, because they are during the week of midterms. But student government laws restrict election dates to the point that there are no alternatives. The Senate made a number of amendments to the Constitution to allow for more flexible election scheduling. The Senate also found someone to be Election Board Chairman, Mike Adams.

The Senate was approached by the Idaho Building Construction Projects. The Senate approved, March 13-14 and April 3-4 as dates for the Rodeo Club and Bowling Team with requests for funding. The Senate, with only $500 in uncommitted money, could offer no assistance.

Both groups explained that the Athletic Department "would not have much to do with us."

Senator Jerry Tipton said, "It's a shame — that the Athletic Department with all its money won't spend some on the minor sports."

Tom Moore proposed that the Senate send a "strong worded letter" to Dr. Barnes and Roger Green explaining that since each student pays $516 per semester for athletics, some of the money should be spent for intramurals and other minor sports.

Barnes OK's building committee, goes to Senate

In response to petitions signed by 700 students, the Senate on Tuesday began working on a proposal for a student building committee to aid administration officials in planning for future building projects.

The petitioners objected to Barnes' failure to solicit student input before finalizing plans for the Special Events Center and called for a moratorium to be placed on all building plans until student opinions, directions and priorities are better understood.

During a meeting between Barnes and several student senators, Barnes agreed to the building committee idea, but was afraid that student involvement with the study and approval of projects would bog down the planning and construction process.

It is too early to speculate how much authority the student building committee will have in the decision-making process of building construction.

Plans for the Special Events Center are continuing without hesitation although Barnes has agreed to allow students to study the building plans for the center as they are made known.

VETERANS, We'd like to point out that while Congressman Hansen is supporting us 100%, perhaps our other representative could use a little enlightenment. Perhaps the problem is a lack of communication concerning your and our feelings about the matter of Veterans' Aid. Perhaps he has forgotten the number of veterans on campus and is un-aware of our concern. Perhaps... Oh Hell... why not write a letter and find out?